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Foreword by the Chair 
This issue is the volume 14 and number 2 of this journal, which contains a total of two original 

research papers in English, three original research papers in Chinese. The papers are including 1.
“Examine the Relationship between the Real & Virtual Characters’ is to explore the real-character 
endorsement vs virtual-character endorsement on product advertising, and to investigate which one 
possesses better advertising effectiveness on consumers. It is recommended that relevant companies 
can consider virtual endorsements instead of real character endorsements in the future since the 
customized virtual endorsers can better reflect the core spirit of the enterprise, and to meet 
consumers' preferences for online chatting through frequent interaction and information exchange, 
thereby increasing the advertising effects. 2. “Influence of Camera Movement on Attention: 
Evidence from Eye Tracking” compared the sightline properties of four types of cinematography 
shots, with each type comprising five segments of 15-s film fragments, by measuring indicators such 
as fixation duration, number of fixations, and fixation dispersion to further understand the 
mechanisms with which audiences watch movies. Studies have indicated that the use of motion shots 
rather than static shots can influence the viewing process. Changing the position of the main actor 
using follow shots induces an increase in the number of fixations and subsequently maximizes 
fixation dispersion for the viewer, who wants to view the details within the various shots. 3.
“Designing and Analyzing the Games Based on Decomposing and Reconstructing Movies” designed 
on interactive movies usually need much cost and time to develop the varieties of branching movies. 
For experiencing story, there is another method to design games, which decompose movies into basic 
clips first, then let players reconstruct these story units into segments or the whole story. As 
comparing to the conventional interactive movie games, the new design method need only a movie 
or an animation as the game material, it can large reduce the time and cost to produce the game. 
Moreover, the proposed new method can also design games based on existing movies or animations. 
4. “Effects of Color Scripts in Animated Short Films on Children’s Emotions” investigated whether 
color scripts enhance viewers’ emotional experience. The results indicated that V2 resulted in more 
emotional arousal than did the condition without a color script. V2 strongly affected the male 
participants, whereas the effects of the three conditions on the female participants did not differ 
significantly. In addition, V2 had the strongest effects on students from both lower and upper grades. 
The results indicate that color scripts can enhance viewers’ emotional experience. The differences 
in effects between genders and grades can be used as a reference for design practice. 5. “Applying 
the Kano Model to Explore the Attractive Attributes of Live Streaming of performance” analyzed 
the differences in users' demand for talent live broadcast quality, and cooperate with the refined two-
dimensional quality model. Divide its importance into high and low levels, summarize the high 
attractiveness factors of users for watching live broadcasts, and use them as a reference for the 
formulation of design strategies for talent live broadcast-related industries, help clarify the crux of 
their current business conditions, and hope to expand performing arts and entertainment. Totally, 
there were 13 manuscripts submitted to this issue of the journal, and 6 papers passed the internal 
review and entered the double anonymous review processes, 5 papers were accepted for publication 
eventually. Thanks to the authors for their contributions. Thanks to the reviewers for their 
professional opinions. 

                                                    Chairman 
2022.12.31
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to explore the real-character endorsement vs virtual-character endorsement on product 
advertising, and to investigate which one possesses better advertising effectiveness on consumers. A total of 335 
valid questionnaires were collected with a total of 324 valid sample subjects including 120 males (37%) and 204 
females (63%). The SPSS software was used to analyze the collected data. The analysis methods included 
descriptive statistics, reliability analysis, one-way ANOVA and T test analysis. As suggested by this research, 
virtual endorsers are more widely accepted by the young people, and thus the trust and positive brand effects of 
the endorsed products can be gained. It is recommended that relevant companies can consider virtual 
endorsements instead of real character endorsements in the future since the customized virtual endorsers can better 
reflect the core spirit of the enterprise, and to meet consumers' preferences for online chatting through frequent 
interaction and information exchange, thereby increasing the advertising effects. 

Keywords: Advertising effect, Media experience, Virtual-character endorsement. 

1. Introduction

This chapter includes background and motivation, 
research purpose and research hypotheses. 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

Taiwanese people like to enjoy their meals at fast-food 
restaurants, so there are more than one thousand fast- 
food restaurants of top 5 brands in Taiwan. In addition 
to the large number of stores, many stores are open 24 
hours a day to directly take up the market of all meals 
including afternoon tea and late night snacks. 
According to a survey conducted by foodNEXT 
magazine in 2019, people who "like" and "like very 
much" fast food accounted for about 59.1% of the total 
survey subjects, and 75% of the consumers ate fast 
food at least once a month, of which 2% of people 
even ate more than 5 times a week. It showed that 
consumers bought fast food very frequently, and fast 
food products have become an indispensable choice 
for people's daily diet. 

Facing such a huge consumer market, of course, the 
major fast-food companies have made every effort to 
retain old customers and develop new customer 
groups, and thus advertising endorsement has become 

the primary consideration for product promotion. Take 
KFC as an example, the original advertising endorser 
was the retired Colonel KFC Grandfather (also known 
as Colonel Sanders). His amiable smile had always 
been an important element in KFC advertising. His 
"warm hospitality" image was widely loved by 
consumers and had also received excellent reputation 
in the global market. 

Due to the prosperous economic development in the 
Asian market, KFC’s agent President Enterprises 
Corporation adjusted its regional advertising strategies 
by using Asian celebrities for the KFC product 
endorsement, including popular stars or groups such 
as Zhang Liang, Wu Mochou, Ke Zhendong, Chen 
Xiao; Korean stars Jun Ji Hyun, Kim Woo Bin; and the 
most recent endorsers including Xue Zhiqian, Huang 
Zitao, Lu Han, TFBOYS (Yi Xi, Qian Xi, Wang Junkai, 
Wang Yuan)... etc. (kknews, 2020). Although these 
endorsers had created short-term topicality and star 
effects, they still couldn’t surpass the warm 
impression that the original KFC grandfather gave to 
consumers. They didn't contribute much to consumer 
preference and purchase; on the contrary, some 
celebrity endorsers had serious flaws in behavior and 
were even involved in lawsuits, which made the 
company suffer damage without getting 
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benefit. Therefore, whether celebrity endorsement 
will become a key factor for sales increase has become 
a challenge for businesses to investigate. 

Nowadays, the fast-food company "KFC" changed its 
advertising endorsement characters from real people 
to virtual characters created by computer technology 
to endorse the brand with daily posts on its official IG 
website. From a technological perspective, the 
vigorous development of online communities has 
changed the current consumer media experience. 
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, ACG and video 
streaming have currently become the mostly used 
social media, through which the elements related to 
virtual characters have produced significant influence 
on creative products, animation games, news topics, 
marketing advertisements, popular movies and music... 
etc.

Since "Otaku" has triggered the development of the 
Stay-at-Home economy and increased related output 
value and income, many unreal advertising endorsers 
have seemed to be loved by consumers with their 
unique characteristics. Therefore, the advertising 
effects endorsed by real and virtual characters have 
become a topic worthy of in-depth investigation. 

While there have been many academic researches 
regarding the advertising effects of endorsement, yet 
studies on the effects of virtual-character endorsement 
are relatively lacking. In the above context, this 
research intends to explore more about the difference 
of consumers' media experience between virtual- 
character endorsement and real-person endorsement, 
the advertising effects of the endorsement characters 
on consumers, and whether age and education level 
will affect consumers’ media experience and 
advertising effects created by endorsement characters. 
It is hoped that the conclusions obtained from the 
research can be used by relevant companies for them 
to consider the replacement of real-character 
endorsement with virtual-character endorsement in 
the future to meet the visual sensory preferences of 
consumers. 

1.2 Purpose of Research 

Researchers Stafford, Stafford, & Day (2002) 
explained that product endorsement was de om the 
concept of "consumers' buying behaviors often 
identify with a certain key opinion leader" and was 
also a common type of advertising. Its main purpose 
was to use the endorsement of the recommender or 
endorser for the product by expressing their identity 
with the product, thereby convincing consumers to 
have a positive attitude towards the product and 
increasing consumer purchase intention. 

This research adopts the definitions of product 
endorsers given by three researchers to examine the 
traditional real-world celebrity endorsements (referred 
to as real endorser or real-character endorsements in 
the article) and virtual world endorsers (referred to as 
virtual endorser or virtual- character endorsements in 
the article), and examines which is more effective in 
advertising. There are three purposes of this research: 

(1) To comprehend the advertising effects of real- 
character endorsement and virtual-character 
endorsement. 

(2) To appreciate the media experiences provided by 
real-character endorsement and virtual-character 
endorsement. 

(3) To understand the relationship between 
consumers’ age & education level and 
endorsement characters. 

1.3 Research Hypotheses 

There are three research hypotheses: 

H1: There is a significant difference of advertising 
effects between real endorsers and virtual 
endorsers on consumers. 

H2: There is a significant difference of consumer 
media experiences provided between real 
endorsers and virtual endorsers. 

H3: There is a significant difference of advertising 
effects between real endorsers and virtual 
endorsers due to consumers' age and education 
level. 

2. Literature Review 

This chapter discusses the advertising effects 
produced by real endorsers and virtual endorsers on 
consumers based on the research objectives and 
research hypotheses listed in the previous chapter by 
means of organizing and examining related theoretical 
literature. The discussion focuses on related theories 
of advertising endorsements, virtual-character 
endorsements and the operational definition of media 
experience. The discussion is as follows: 

2.1 Advertising Endorsement 

Endorsement is a marketing tactic that can enhance the 
marketing effects on brands and products through the 
popularity and image of endorsers. It is also the fastest 
way to attract consumers' attention. Mowen (1980) 
defined the endorser as: "An endorser is used to 
express the identity with a product via the advertising, 
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or to provide the product with cultural essence so as to 
establish or re-establish consumers’ attitudes towards 
the product." 

It meant that the advertising endorser played the role 
of conveying identity, imparting cultural essence and 
establishing or re-establishing consumers’ attitudes. 
Kaikati (1987) proposed four types of celebrity 
endorsement advertising: Genuine Celebrities, 
Lookalike Celebrities, The Company’s Chief 
Executives or Founders and Celebrities by 
Association. McCracken (1989) defined the endorser 
as: "Using one's own popularity to demonstrate the 
benefits of use for consumers, and presenting them 
through advertising campaigns." 

Callcott & Lee further categorized celebrity 
endorsements into different types including 
performers (singers, actors, models), politicians, 
athletes and entrepreneurs as well as fictional human 
characters (1995) such as Uncle McDonald's and KFC 
grandfather. Even though they were not real people, 
they were created from real person simulations. 

In other words, any public figure that assists a specific 
company through advertising with his/her own 
popularity or personal achievements for the promotion 
of product sales or enhancement of brand image is 
called an endorser (Yu, 2020). it was to highlight the 
endorser's image, professionalism or experience and 
link the endorser with the advertised product, thereby 
enhancing the persuasiveness of the advertisement to 
effectively win consumer trust. 

2.2 Virtual Endorser 

Virtual characters exist in the virtual space created by 
computers. The field of these characters' activities is 
the space created by computer technology. The use of 
characters in games is very extensive, which has 
created many virtual video game stars (Yu, 2020). Due 
to the popularity of the games, such commercial 
images have gradually been accepted by the majority 
of players. The virtual characters are loved because of 
consumers' sentiments on the characters and the 
inseparable involvement of these characters in their 
lives (Fong, 2011). 

By observing the virtual endorsers from the level of 
product content, it can be found that they have greatly 
subverted some rules dominating the conventional 
real-world celebrity endorsements. For example, 
unlike endorsers in real life, the life and energy of 
virtual-character endorsements is infinite and perfect. 
Through the UGC culture, fans can also participate in 
shaping his (her) style and image, by which a strong 
emotional attachment is formed. For example, Lil 
Miquela  (Figure  1),  created  by  the  artificial 

intelligence company Brud in the U.S., now has more 
than 1.5 million followers on IG. 

"Time" magazine also selected her as one of the "Most 
Influential People on the Internet" in 2018. Besides 
sharing her experiences with fans and "Advertorial" 
products, she also participated in various activities 
with the identity of an "Internet celebrity" and "KOL" 
to closely follow the fashion trends, pay attention to 
social issues and speak out for the public (Ariel & Ray, 
2019). 

Figure 1.  Lil Miquela, the virtual endorser of Brud 

In recent years, the influence of virtual endorsements 
on social media marketing has continued to expand. In 
2019, KFC officially released the image of the new 
Colonel (Figure 2), which gave the impression of 
heroic youthfulness and was very different from the 
amiable KFC grandfather. The new endorser had set 
the keyword "#SecretRecipeForSuccess" in the KFC 
Instagram posts. The handsome pictures and core 
values emphasized in post keywords had deeply 
captured the attention of many female fans. As of 
when the investigation of this research was conducted, 
the number of followers had reached 1.66 million, 
showing that the virtual endorsement was very 
attractive on the Internet platform, and is an option 
worthy of enterprises’ attention and utilization. 

Figure 2.  KFC's virtual endorser on IG 

According to the above discussion, it can be found that 
human beings have created simulacra with the concept
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of reality, thereby gradually disintegrating the 
existence of reality from the inside of reality. It seems 
that the importance of simulated reality is not to 
reproduce a reality, but to create a new reality situation 
by using human creativity and imagination to achieve 
a state close to reality or beyond reality (Yu, 2019). At 
times like this, the emergence of virtual endorsements 
is an inevitable trend. If AI algorithms adopt the 
"Moore's Law" evolution pattern, it is believed that 
virtual endorsers with human sentiments and feelings 
will be developed in the future. Facing this kind of 
change, advertising agencies and business owners 
need to pay more attention to the advertising effects of 
virtual endorsements on product development and 
consumers 

2.3 Media Experience 

Media Experience can be applied to different media, 
including newspapers, magazines, TV and websites, 
etc. At the beginning, the media experience was 
explained from the perspective of traditional 
psychology. It was believed that the essence of 
"experience" was qualitative, which existed in 
people's consciousness and feelings and was 
correlated with "motivation" (Calder & Malthouse, 
2008). The experience was defined by the thoughts 
and feelings generated when approaching or evading 
something, which was later used to understand 
people's experience of media content. 

Malthouse & Calder (2011) and Peck & Malthouse 
(2011) further clearly defined that "media experience" 
was a combination of thoughts, beliefs, and feelings of 
the audience, and was also a belief that a certain media 
brand or content could be linked to one’s own life. 

comparing real endorsers with virtual endorsers, in 
order to investigate which one will more easily 
enhance consumers’ media experience relationship, 
this research takes the seven media experience factors 
mentioned by researcher Schmitt as its dependent 
variables. The following table lists the the 
questionnaire of media experience. 

Table 1. Questionnaire of media experience 

Media experience is an "interactive" and "co-created"   
process that encourages people to create experiences. 
It can be said that the nature of this "experience" 
makes people immerse in the media and has an impact 
on people's daily lives. 

Schmitt (1999) believed that "media experience" was 
a tool used to create experiences, and the media 
experienced were then used to measure the marketing 
experienced. The media experienced were usually 
divided into seven categories: Communications, 
Visual and verbal identity, Product Presence, Co- 
branding, Spatial Environments, Electronic media and 
web sites as well as People. It was also believed that 
"the media experienced" could encourage consumers 
to generate a positive perception of the products or 
services, help shape the experience and increase 
consumers' mental or physical satisfaction. 

So, businesses could use the media experienced to 
improve consumers’ experiences, thereby building the 
brand images. According to the above statement, when

2.4 Advertising Effect 

The advertising effect is the use of media to propagate 
a company’s products, services or concepts, and to 
persuade consumers to purchase for their physical or 
psychological needs. Lavidge and Steiner (1961) 
believed that there were two methods for measuring 
advertising effects: one was to test the communication 
effectiveness of product information, and the other 
was to test the advertising effects on product sales. 
The research of Lutz, Mackenzie & Belch (1983) 
showed that consumers' advertising attitudes and 
brand perceptions were based on their perceptions of 
advertising, which would affect their brand attitudes 
and finally their purchase intentions. 

Regarding the theory of advertising attitudes, 
researchers Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) believed that 
such attitude was the degree of consumers’ preference 
for things. When consumers had a positive attitude 

Variable Questionnaire 

Communications Q1: KFC’s IG website picture 
information makes it easy for internet 
users to find the latest interesting 
pictures 

Visual and verbal 
identity 

Q2: The appearance of the new KFC 
endorser looks similar to that of the 
Grandfather, which seems familiar and 
cute to the internet users. 

Product Presence Q3: The keywords of KFC's new 
endorser on IG remind internet users of 
the core value of the product. 

Co-branding Q4: KFC's new endorser has a stylish 
appearance, which encourages internet 
users to proactively recommend and 
share it. 

Spatial Environments Q5: The KFC fast food store is clean 
and bright and full of food aromas, 
which encourages users’ repeated 
consumption. 

Electronic media and 
web sites 

Q6: KFC has obvious items and clear 
pictures on its IG website, which will 
create a good impression for internet 
users.

People Q7: KFC’s new endorser promotes his 
internet celebrity activities on the 
Internet, which will attract more fans’ 
attention.
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towards advertising and needed a certain product, a 
‘need variable’ would appear and finally develop into 
a ‘purchase intention’. If it was not hindered by any 
external ‘situation variables’, consumers would 
demonstrate ‘purchase behavior’. Generally, better 
advertising attitudes towards favorite products will 
produce better advertising effects. Brand attitude is an 
important concept related to consumer behavioral 
intentions, which may motivate consumer behavioral 
intentions (Augusto & Torres, 2018). Winkler (2006) 
found that the advertising of a well-known brand was 
more effective as it gave better impression of brand 
image to consumers than emerging brands did. 

Gardner (1985) considered that the purchase intention 
represented the possibility that a recipient of message 
evaluated whether the product would be purchased in 
the future. According to the above literature, the most 
common measures used to evaluate advertising effects 
are consumers' "advertising attitude", "brand attitude" 
and "purchase intention". Based on the above 
mentioned theories, this research sets “advertising 
effect” as its independent variable, whose operational 
definition is: Consumers’ media experiences of real 
endorsements/virtual endorsements of KFC products 
will affect the advertising effects. The following table 
lists the questionnaire of advertising effects. 

Table 2. Questionnaire of advertising effects 

Variable Questionnaire 

Q8: Real-person endorsement advertising will 
increase my interest in understanding KFC 
products. 

Advertising   

3. Research Methodology 

The purpose of this research was to explore the real- 
character endorsement vs virtual-character 
endorsement on product advertising and investigate 
which one possessed better advertising effectiveness 
on consumers. This research used the quantitative 
questionnaire for convenience sampling as the survey 
method, in which the "media experience" was the 
independent variable, and the " advertising effect" was 
the dependent variable. The sampling mainly focused 
on subjects aged 18 to 65 who saw KFC celebrity 
endorsements and the virtual-character endorsements 
posted on IG. Analysis methods included: descriptive 
statistics, reliability analysis, and ANOVA analysis. 

3.1 Research Hypotheses 

Based on the literature review, this research suggests 
the following hypotheses regarding the consumer’s 
media experience relationship: 

H1: There is a significant difference of advertising 
effects between real endorsers and virtual 
endorsers on consumers. 

H2: There is a significant difference of consumer 
media experiences provided between real 
endorsers and virtual endorsers. 

H3: There is a significant difference of advertising 
effects between real endorsers and virtual 
endorsers due to consumers' age and education 
level. 

According to the research hypotheses, the following 

attitude 

Brand
attitude 

Purchase 
Intention 

Q9: The virtual-character endorsement advertising 
on IG will increase my interest in understanding 
KFC products. 

Q10: Real-person endorsement advertising will 
increase my understanding of the core values of 
KFC products. 

Q11: The virtual-character endorsement 
advertising on IG will increase my understanding 
of the core values of KFC products. 

Q12: Real-person endorsement advertising will 
increase my consumption frequency of KFC 
products. 

Q13: The virtual-character endorsement 
advertising on IG will increase my consumption 
frequency of KFC products. 

diagram is designed to illustrate the framework of this 
research:

Figure 1. Research Framework 

3.2 Sample Selection 

Research sample respondents to the questionnaire 
are those who "have seen KFC celebrity endorsement 
advertisements, and have also seen virtual 
endorsement advertisements on KFC's Instagram". 

Sources: Summarized by this research. This sample is used to test whether there is a 
difference between real and virtual endorsements on 
consumer media experiences. The sampling method 
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adopted by this research is convenience sampling. A 
questionnaire survey was officially conducted online 
from August 1st to September 1st, 2020. At the 
beginning of the questionnaire, a statement was made 
to remind that only the eligible subjects could 
participate in the survey to rule out subjects not 
complying with the criteria. 

3.3 Limitations of the Study 

There are several limitations of study contained in this 
research:

1. Since the convenience sampling was adopted for the 
questionnaire survey, in which respondents were 
required to have seen KFC real-person endorsement 
advertisements and also virtual endorsement 
advertisements on KFC's Instagram, the results only 
represented the views related to consumers’ media 
experience of the virtual endorsement on KFC’s 
Instagram website rather than all social media. 

2.The questionnaires obtained from the convenience 
sampling might be insufficient. As a result, the 
conclusions could only serve as reference for 
researchers in other fields. 

Table 3. Sample analysis of gender distribution 

3. With the limitations of resources, manpower, and 
time constraints in investigation and sampling, the 
results might not fully manifest the actual 
phenomenon. 

4. Data Analysis 

This chapter aims at analyzing the sample data 
collected from the questionnaire on the basis of 
research hypotheses. 

4.1 Sample Description and Reliability 
Analysis

There were a total of 324 questionnaire respondents, 
including 120 males (37%) and 204 females (63%). 
The sample showed that female’s participation in 
KFC’s IG celebrity endorsements was higher than that 
of male, which was inferred that the female 
respondents were more attracted to the male virtual 
endorser’s style and personality settings. The 
statistical outcomes are shown in Table 3 below. Table 
4 below is the statistical data of different age and 
education groups. 

occurrences Frequency Percentage Effective Percentage Cumulative Percentage 

Male 120 37.0 37.0 37.0 

Gender distribution Female 204 63.0 63.0 100 

Total 324 

education gro 

100.0 

ups 

Number of occ 

63 

108 

94 

33 

26 

100.0 100.0 

Table 4. Distribution o f age and 
   

Demographic variables Item urrences Percentages 

19 19% 

20-29 34% 

30-39 29% 

Age group 40-49 10% 

50-59 8% 

Education level 

Sources: Summarized by this research. 

60 0 0% 

Total 324 100% 

High (vocational) school 108 34% 

University (college) 136 42% 

Graduate School (and above) 80 24% 

Total 324 100% 
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Among the respondents, 108 of them (34%) were "20- 
29 years old", followed by "30-39 years old" (94 
people, 29%). The remainder were "19 years old and 
under" 63 people (19%), "40-49 years old" (33 people,
10%), and "50-59 years old" (26 people, 8%)". The 
online questionnaire sample did not include 
respondents of "60 years old and above", which was 
inferred that this age group was less familiar with and 
seldom used the IG social media. 

In terms of education level, 136 people were of the 
university category (42%), followed by 108 people of 
the high school category (34%) and 80 people of the 
master category (including doctoral) (24%), showing 
that the IG's message was more attractive for 
respondents from universities and high (vocational) 
schools.

This research conducted a reliability test on the 
consistency of the questionnaire content by using 
Cronbach’s  coefficient. Since pre-test analysis had 
been conducted to adjust and revise the items with 
lower reliability, the composite reliability of all 
aspects of the formal questionnaire was higher than 
that of the pre-test questionnaire. 

The reliability analysis result of the questionnaire 
indicated that the Cornbach’s  values of the whole 
group and individual dimension in the test of 
consumers’ media experience on IG and the KFC 
advertising effect were both greater than 0.8, showing 
that the internal consistency of questionnaire 
questions had been achieved. The results are shown in 
Tables 5 and 6 below. 

Table 5. Reliability analysis 

Cronbach’s Alpha Number of Items 

0.871 16 

Table 6. Reliability analysis of questionnaire items 

Questions Mean Variances Correlation Cronbach’ 
s Alpha 

Q1 71.55 71.457 0.714 0.861 

Q2 73.61 73.251 0.672 0.873 

Q3 75.47 75.723 0.729 0.887 

Q4 64.79 65.863 0.641 0.842 

Q5 60.45 61.647 0.614 0.821 

Q6 61.99 63.131 0.633 0.829 

Q7 72.43 73.256 0.719 0.875 

Q8 60.51 61.317 0.622 0.817 

Q9 73.02 71.256 0.735 0.874 

Q10 59.87 60.331 0.575 0.832 

Q11 66.88 64.741 0.665 0.847 

Q12 60.34 60.055 0.573 0.824 

Q13 68.57 69.478 0.717 0.846 

Q14 72.63 71.553 0.734 0.861 

Q15 71.54 70.655 0.721 0.854 

Q16 40.38 34.763 0.341 0.801 

Sources: Summarized by this research. 

4.2. Research Results 

Hypothesis H1: There is a significant difference of 
advertising effects between real endorsers and virtual 
endorsers on consumers. In this study, SPSS Statistics 
20.0 was used to analyze the statistical values of 
paired-sample t-test and independent-sample t-test for 
this hypothesis. The following is the hypothesis 
verification. The analysis results listed in Table 8 
showed that there was a significant difference of 
advertising effects between real endorsers and virtual 
endorsers (t (324) = 4.907, p .001). The mean 
advertising effect of virtual endorser (M=43.5147) was 
better than the mean of real endorsers (M=25.7024). 
Therefore, the hypothesis H1 "There is a significant 
difference of advertising effects between real 
endorsers and virtual endorsers on consumers" was 
valid. 

Table 7. Comparison of the advertising effects of virtual 
endorsers and real endorsers 

Group 
(head count) 

Mean
(standard 
deviation) 

t value 
(degrees of 
freedom) 

Significance 
level 

Virtual 
endorsers 43.5147 

(0.83537) 

t (324) = 
4.907 

.001 

Advertising 
effects 

Real endorsers 25.7024 
(0.55372) 

Note p < .001 

Hypothesis H2: There is a significant difference of 
consumer media experiences provided between real 
endorsers and virtual endorsers. Paired-sample t-test 
was used to analyze this hypothesis. The analysis 
results listed in Table 8 showed that there was a 
significant difference of media experiences provided 
between real endorsers and virtual endorsers (t (324) 
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= 4.733 p .001). The mean media experience of 
virtual endorser (M=58.7364) was better than the 
mean of real endorsers (M = 32.6602). Therefore, the 
hypothesis H2 "There is a significant difference of 
consumer media experiences provided between real 
endorsers and virtual endorsers" was valid. 

Table 8. Comparison of the media experience effects 

Group Mean (S D) t value Significance 

Media 
experience 
effects 

Virtual 
endorsers 

58.7364 
(0.64591) 

t (324) = 
4.733 .001 

Real
endorsers 

32.6602 
(0.33211) 

Note: p < .001

Hypothesis H3: There is a significant difference of 
advertising effects between real endorsers and virtual 
endorsers due to consumers' age and education level. 
In this research, a one-way ANOVA (Analysis of 
variance) was performed to understand the differences 
between the demographic variables of age and 
education level on "virtual endorsements" and "real 
endorsements". 

A post-comparison was conducted when a 
significance level was proved to understand the 
differences among the groups. The results showed that 
the significance levels of one-way ANOVA on "virtual 
endorsements" and "celebrity endorsements" of all age 
groups were greater than 0.05, indicating that the 
significance levels on virtual endorsers and real 
endorsers of the age groups were not proved. Please 
refer to Table 9 for the statistical results of the age 
variable. 

Table 9. One-way ANOVA-Age variable 

Sum of squares Degree of freedom Mean squares F Significance level 

Among groups 1.712 4 0.387 

Virtual endorsement Within  group 135.661 320 0.456 0.483 0.681 

Total 137.373 324    

Among groups 1.288 4 0.376 

Real endorsement Within  group 165.847 320 0.537 0.416 0.602 

Total 167.135 324    

Note p < .0

The significance levels of one-way ANOVA on "real 
endorsers" of all education groups were greater than 
0.05, indicating that the significance levels on real 
endorsers of the education groups were not proved. 

Please refer to Table 10 and Table 11 show the results 
of the one-way ANOVA of "virtual endorsements", in 
which the significance levels listed were less than 0.05, 
indicating that the significance levels on virtual 
endorsement of the education groups were proved. 

Table 10. One-way ANOVA-Education level variable 

Sum of squares Degree of freedom Mean squares F Significance level 

Among groups 1.245 2 0.676 

Virtual endorsement Within group 133.316 322 0.459 4.783 0.001 

Total 134.561 324    

Among groups 1.752 2 0.438 

Real endorsement Within group 164.021 322 0.301 2.453 0.315 

Total 165.773 324    

Note p < .0
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Table 11. One-way ANOVA-Education level variable 

Tukey HSD Mean difference      95% Confidence interval  
Dependent 
variable Education level Education 

level 
Mean
difference 

Standard 
error Significance Upper limit Lower 

limit 

High (vocational) 
school

University 
(College) 0.97420* 0.32551 0.988 0.0235 1.5664 

Master 0.01087 0.07943 1.098 0.2207 0.2419 

Virtual 
endorsement 

University 
(College) High school 0.96382* 0.32461 0.988 0.0327 1.6681 

Master 0.01081 0.21830 0.981 0.1826 0.2278 
Master (and above) High school 0.96725* 0.32810 1.098 0.2025 0.2205 

University 
(College) 0.03325 0.21830 0.981 0.3324 0.8643 

Note p < .001 

The results of the analysis and verification of "virtual 
endorsement" showed that the significance levels of 
high (vocational) school and university (college) 
education groups were less than 0.05 and the 
significance level of master's (and above) group was 
greater than 0.05, indicating that "virtual 
endorsements" had a stronger influence on high 
(vocational) school and university (college) education 
groups. 

4.3 Discussion 

The research showed that the advertising effect of 
virtual endorsers on IG on consumers was better than 
that of celebrity endorsers in the real world, and the 
media experience provided by virtual endorsers was 
better than that provided by celebrity endorsers. In 
other words, consumers watched KFC's advertising on 
IG and found the new endorser. Furthermore, they 
searched for relevant information out of curiosity and 
proactively shared their impressions of this character 
in different social media and finally became his fans. 

KFC used this virtual endorsement character to chat 
and interact with consumers or fans on the official 
website, shaped his personal information and life 
details, and published various activities to attract 
attention. In this process, consumers received a feeling 
of "engaging in discussion and sharing" and attained 
positive sensory experiences, thereby enhancing their 
attention on and favorability towards the endorser. 

It was found from the basic data of the consumers that 
young people were more susceptible to the influence 
of virtual endorsements, and their favorability towards 
the companies would increase. Such phenomenon 
might be attributed to the fact that the virtual 
characters made by 3D graphics programs are so real 
in appearance and have blurred the boundaries 
between real and virtual. Since the virtual reality is 

more widely accepted by the young people, it may be 
an opportunity for companies and advertising agencies 
to create the right endorsers for their products. 

5. Conclusion and Future Research 

This chapter aims is to summarize the research paper 
and provide recommendations for future research, 
including: Conclusions and future research. 

5.1. Conclusion 

The hypotheses examined the influence of the above- 
mentioned media experiences and advertising effects 
of real and virtual endorsements on customers. The 
hypothesis verification results are summarized in Table 
12: 

Table 12. Conclusions of the hypotheses 

Research Hypotheses Result 

H1 There is a significant difference of 
advertising effects between real 
endorsers and virtual endorsers on 
consumers 

Valid

H2 There is a significant difference of 
consumer media experiences 
provided between real endorsers 
and virtual endorsers 

Valid

H3 There is a significant difference of 
advertising effects between real 
endorsers and virtual endorsers due 
to consumers' age and education 
level.

Partially 
valid 

Sources: Summarized by this research. 

The sum up, this research believes that virtual 
endorsers are created based on the psychological and 
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emotional needs of target consumers as well as the 
concepts and designed images of the products. Like 
real characters, the overall creation of virtual 
endorsers must be based on the coordination between 
appearance and personality, which is then determined 
according to the psychological and emotional needs of 
consumers. In this way, the virtual endorsers can 
achieve the effects of two-way communication with 
consumers, establishing a dialogue relationship 
between products and consumers, and increasing 
consumer trust in corporate brands so as to become 
another option for long-term branding strategies. 

In addition, virtual endorsers can make up for the 
shortcomings of real endorsers in many ways. 
According to the long-term observation conducted by 
this research, it is found that virtual endorsements 
have several advantages in marketing promotion. For 
example: advertising agencies can tailor virtual 
endorsers based on products and brand marketing 
objectives; advertising agencies do not need to pay 
huge remunerations to endorsers if they use virtual 
endorsements; the presence of the virtual endorsers is 
perfect, which will not arouse social issues and can 
better maintain brand images; virtual endorsers 
provide consumers with more imagination and can 
meet the emotional needs of target groups; and the 
customized virtual endorsers have very different 
personalities from those of the general real endorsers, 
which increases the identify significance and brand 
appeal (Yu, & Fong, 2020). 

In a word, the development of media has a positive 
influence on the character industry. Many virtual 
characters with a long history were almost born out of 
print media. The far-reaching characteristics of online 
media and the advancement of communication 
technology have facilitated the development of the 
character business in the digital content industry (Yu, 
& Fong, 2020). The diversification of digital media 
has created more possibilities for the virtual character 
platforms, including "print media" as well as 
animation, games, and even the Internet. In addition to 
the unique "character" of these characters, the virtual 
fields in which they are located also increase the 
opportunities for virtual characters to meet and 
communicate with consumers. 

By observing from consumers’ perspectives, online 
social media are the preferred methods for young 
people to make friends and communicate with each 
other in recent years. All activities are carried out 
online, thereby blurring the boundaries between real 
and virtual. As suggested by this research, virtual 
endorsers are more widely accepted by the young 
people, and thus the trust and positive brand effects of 
the endorsed products can be gained. Compared with 
celebrity endorsements that are likely to cause 

negative effects, it is recommended that relevant 
companies can consider virtual endorsements instead 
of real character endorsements in the future for the 
reasons that the customized virtual endorsers can 
better reflect the core spirit of the enterprise, and to 
meet consumers' preferences for online chatting 
through frequent interaction and information 
exchange, thereby increasing the advertising effects. 

5.2. Future Research 

The following points are recommendations for future 
researches of similar nature: 

(1) Since this research only discussed the relationship 
between the advertising effects of real & virtual 
character endorsement and media experiences but 
did not categorize and investigate the forms of 
advertising content, it is recommended that future 
researches can carry out more detailed analysis 
concerning the advertising effects of different 
media. 

(2) This research only conducted a questionnaire 
survey on seven variables for consumers’ media 
experiences but did not analyze the variables 
according to the order of importance. It is 
recommended that future researches can carry out 
more detailed analysis concerning the key factors 
that affect consumers’ media experiences. 

(3) It is recommended that future researches can 
investigate the reasons in depth through 
qualitative interviews.
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ABSTRACT
Numerous papers have discussed practical filming techniques and subjective criticism in 
cinematography, but few have assessed how camera movement influences viewing behavior. This gap is 
indicative of the limited knowledge of the movie-viewing process and the lack of objective evidence 
supporting the correlation between audience visual cognition and motion in cinematography. This 
research compared the sightline properties of four types of cinematography shots, with each type 
comprising five segments of 15-s film fragments, by measuring indicators such as fixation duration, 
number of fixations, and fixation dispersion to further understand the mechanisms with which audiences 
watch movies. Studies have indicated that the use of motion shots rather than static shots can influence 
the viewing process. Changing the position of the main actor using follow shots induces an increase in 
the number of fixations and subsequently maximizes fixation dispersion for the viewer, who wants to 
view the details within the various shots. 

Keywords: Attention Evidence, Camera Language, Camera Movement, Eye Tracking. 

1. Introduction 
If the manner in which movies tell a story were 
analogous to a language, then each shot could be 
regarded as a word; the entire movie is composed 
of these words, and the understanding of a work 
of cinema thus begins with a grasp of the 
fundamental vocabulary. Similarly, the 
understanding of how a viewer watches a movie 
may also require knowledge of how individual 
shots influence the viewer. A movie is the product 
of a combination of visual and auditory 
components, and the syntax of movies comprises 
the camera angle, storyboarding, cutting, view 
finding, and image composition. A quality movie 
requires skilled acting, an engaging script, and a 
highly unified production team, with the actual 
filming forming a crucial part of the film 
production process. The movement of the camera, 
the medium for storytelling, can generate new 
language and bestow new meaning and logic to a 
movie, providing the audience with a novel type 
of imagery and increasing the joy of movie 
watching. Suboptimal camera movements, 
however, can dampen the flair of a story. Film, 
television, and video are ubiquitous, and viewers 
of these media generally have similar narrative 
experiences despite the complexity of the 
audiovisual stimuli and the considerable 
individual differences across viewers (Hutson, 

Smith, Magliano, & Loschky, 2017). Although 
various forms of film depict something related to 
real life, such depictions can be rather 
conventional. Although directors are generally 
familiar with the rules, they may not be able to 
articulate them to their full potential. For example, 
camera movement, actor movement, lighting, and 
color all have specific techniques for attracting 
audience attention (Marchant et al., 2009). 

The psychology of film is a subfield in applied 
psychology that focuses on movie image 
attributes, movie composition, and audience 
experience. In 1916, German psychologist Hugo 
Münsterberg published The Photoplay: A 
Psychological Study in which he stated that 
movies do not exist in film form or on the screen 
but instead exist in the viewer’s mind. He stressed 
that movies are psychological constructs and 
performed preliminary empirical investigations. 
Film as Art by Arnheim (1957) was based on 
Gestalt psychology and systematically 
investigated the form, visual perception, and 
artistic characteristics of film. The Aesthetics and 
Psychology of the Cinema by French movie 
theorist Jean Mitry (1963) is another seminal 
work on film psychology analyzing subjective 
imagery and elaborating on psychological 
elements of film such as panorama; the first-
person shot, deep view shot, and moving shot; 

DOI : 10.29465/IJDMD.202212_14(2).0002
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structure; color; and music. To comprehend a 
movie, the director must guide the viewer’s sight 
and be aware of where and what draws the 
viewer’s focus (Glebas, 2008). The psychological 
study of film watching analyzes the narrative 
within the imagery and the natural transitioning 
of viewers’ attention. Studies of this nature have 
often been conducted through observation, 
questionnaires, and film analysis, but empirical 
studies of film aesthetics are rare. Eye tracking is 
a critical method of quantifying viewing behavior. 
The present study investigated viewing behavior 
and psychological elements such as the focal 
point of a light line and the scan path during 
movie watching to elucidate the relationship 
between movies and visual perception and to 
initiate an empirical study of movie narratives 
and film aesthetics. 

1.1 Language of the Lens 
The core of the art of filmmaking is photography, 
but the photographic techniques of filming, such 
as camera movement, filming angle, cutting, 
view finding, and image construction, create a 
language unique to films; this language of the 
lens has the ability to convey meaning through 
camera movement and plays a critical role in 
filmmaking as a delivery medium. Because 
imagery and camera movement can convey 
meaning in a story, camera movement is the basis 
of creating movie imagery (Block, 2001; 
Bordwell & Thompson, 2001; Hu, 2013; Monaco, 
2000). Photography is also a key contributing 
aspect in filmmaking. Camera movement is not 
simply about moving the camera but also about 
the lens focus, which is used to draw the gaze of 
the audience, define the image, and shift the 
attention of the viewer (Hu, 2013). Without 
changing the story, character design, or 
background, differences in camera movement 
and motion segmentation can create differences 
in visual tension and offer the viewer a distinct 
emotional experience (Block, 2020). Effective 
camera movement can improve the visual tension 
and conveyance of a story. Camera movement is 
thus not only the first lesson in photography but 
is also the “make-or-break” factor for capturing 
the visual interest of the audience. If camera 
movement is utilized properly, telling stories 
through the lens, changing viewers’ perspectives, 
guiding their gaze and focus, and immersing 
them in a movie can all be achieved to provide 
viewers with an enriched emotional experience. 

Filming techniques have advanced with each 
generation of filmmaking and have resulted in the 
creation of various camera movement techniques, 
such as dolly, track, and stabilizer techniques, all 
of which instill the imagery with “freshness” and 
energy. Esteemed directors such as Steven 

Spielberg and Martin Scorsese have created their 
own signature filming styles using some of the 
aforementioned techniques and have created 
numerous timeless film segments. Moving 
camera shots can be categorized into panning, 
tilting, swish panning, crane, tracking, dolly, 
pull-back, traveling, follow, zoom lens, static 
camera, and arc shots, among other variations. 
This research focused on the following 
commonly used camera movement types: 

A follow shot can display the intricate details of 
the scenery. In this shot, both the camera and 
object being filmed move in tandem. This type of 
shot is typically employed in a long continuous 
take, whereby the frame follows the object or 
person being filmed while simultaneously 
featuring complex background elements, 
character movements, and various other details. 

A whip pan shot is often used in filming as a 
means of transitioning between scenes. When the 
camera quickly “whips,” a blurred image is 
generated to exit from the previous scene and to 
impart movement for added vibrancy, with the 
changing scenery or character positions 
connecting one scene to the next. This is an 
effective method of scene transition and 
conveying to the audience the transition between 
two spaces or characters. The imagery created 
has a strong visual impact and a surprising or 
refreshing effect. 

A dolly shot can be captured by fixing a camera 
to a moving platform that allows for stable 
movement of the camera when filming. The 
platform moves the camera toward or away from 
the scenery, creating variation in the field of view 
and visual angles. The dolly shot is suitable for 
displaying characters’ emotions to enhance the 
atmosphere in crucial scenes. The velocity of the 
dolly can be used to adjust the pace of the scene, 
which can heighten emotional intensity. Famed 
director Steven Spielberg has often applied this 
technique at different velocities when shooting 
characters. Rapid movement conveys a sense of 
urgency, whereas slow movement is suitable for 
expressions of deep thought. In Close Encounters 
of the Third Kind, the dolly shot pulls in from afar 
for a close-up to express a character’s awe at 
seeing a descending flying saucer. 

A dolly zoom, a combination of the dolly shot and 
zoom, is another movement often applied in 
movies, whereby the subject being filmed 
remains a fixed size while change is presented in 
the background. This technique is also often used 
by Spielberg to guide the focus of the audience 
and was one of Alfred Hitchcock’s signature 
techniques for exaggerating tense emotions, such 
as anger, anxiety, and fear. When used to film 
large scenery, this technique can highlight the 
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spatial contrast between the character and 
background and, when used to capture the facial 
expression of characters, can impel the audience 
into an intended mental state. Mercado (2013) 
observed that the dolly zoom generates an 
unusual perspective change that can transform 
meaningful moments or scenes into images, 
direct the audience’s focus onto something 
peculiar, and effectively display a character’s 
strong emotional or internal state. 

1.2 Eye Movement 
Eisenstein (1943) may be the first film theorist 
who paid attention to visual guidance. He stated 
that the art of cinematography is about precisely 
guiding the audience’s attention toward the 
creator’s intended sequence of scenes and paths, 
which is synonymous with how a painting guides 
a viewer’s eye across a canvas in the processing 
of each image segment. Anderson considered the 
observation of change in gaze in the structure of 
film theory to be a critical aspect. In practice, 
skilled film directors have established a set of 
movie syntactical elements as the means of 
expression, which include the use of camera 
movement and cutting to control the tempo of the 
movie, to guide the audience’s viewing process. 
However, evidence of the effectiveness of such 
guidance is lacking (Tang & Lai, 2016). 

Numerous experiments in psychological research 
have verified that eye tracking is a crucial method 
of effectively observing the thought process of a 
participant. It can naturally and instantaneously 
detect shifts in focus. Observing the human eye 
can thus provide an objective reflection of 
complex inner states (Chuang, Wei, Tang, & Tang, 
2022; Duchowski, 2003; Henderson & 
Hollingworth, 1999; Ma & Chuang, 2015; 
Rayner, 1998; Zhou et al., 2016). The most direct 
method of measuring an individual’s movie-
viewing process is to record the movement of 
their eye during the entirety of a movie-watching 
session. Eye-tracking experiments has been 
applied under complex and dynamic conditions 
to analyze the viewing process (Rayner, 1998; 
Smith, 2012; Smith & Henderson, 2008; Smith & 
Mital, 2013; Tang & Lai, 2016; Treuting, 2006; 
Vig, Dorr, & Barth, 2009). 

Henderson and Hollingworth (1998) revealed 
two crucial aspects of observing eye movement, 
namely the area where the fixation is centralized 
and the duration of the fixation on that location. 
Because eye movement can reveal the process of 
watching a movie, observing signals from eye 
movements can reveal where the viewer’s 
attention is fixed and what catches their interest. 
Thus, at which point an audience is gazing and 
the space where attention is focused are strongly 
related (Antes, 1974; Cheng, 2015; Duchowski, 

2003; Henderson & Hollingworth, 1998, 1999; 
Megaw & Richardson, 1979). 

1.3 Research Variables 
Number of fixations and saccades: Fixation, or 
gazing, is the state under which the eye moves 
slowly and has been critically studied in eye 
movement research. These two fundamental 
indicators can potentially reveal the complexity 
of processing external stimuli during gazing 
(Henderson, 2007; Ma & Chuang, 2015; Wang & 
Jian, 2022). The more complex or detailed the 
information presented is, the fewer times fixation 
occurs (Antes, 1974; Baker & Loeb, 1973; 
Mackworth & Morandi, 1967). Fixation can also 
reveal the level of immersion, whereby less 
gazing can indicate that the viewer is more 
immersed in the screen imagery (Salvucci & 
Anderson, 1998). When total viewing time is 
fixed, a lower number of fixations can indicate 
that each fixation lasted for a longer period of 
time. A saccade is the rapid movement from one 
gaze point to the next. Therefore, similar to 
fixations, the number of saccades should in 
theory reflect a viewer’s mental state. 

Spatial Dispersion Index (SDI) of fixation: 
Fixation dispersion is a less commonly used 
indicator that involves a topographical 
processing system producing coordinates and 
concentration data, which compensates for the 
lack of spatial information of the previous 
indicator. It reveals the level of dispersion of the 
gaze points on the screen, which provides an 
understanding of the level of concentration on the 
area of interest. Research has indicated that, 
compared with viewing still photos, watching 
films involves a significantly higher level of 
attentional synchrony from the viewer from one 
frame of the motion picture to the next. Fixation 
dispersion can be used to reveal this phenomenon 
(Ma & Chuang, 2017). 

Smith (2013) reported that people have limited 
attention capacity and are unable to receive the 
entirety of visual information during movie 
watching; instead, the eye must continuously 
travel to extract the desired information within 
view. When watching a film, viewers typically 
move their eyes two to five times per s to extract 
information, and those eye movements are likely 
related to viewers’ understanding of the film they 
are watching (Eisenstein & Leyda, 1948; Hutson 
et al., 2017; Jesionowski, 1989; Murch & 
Coppola, 2001; Smith, 2012). With information 
gathered through eye tracking, such as viewers’ 
fixation dispersion, number of fixations, and 
fixation duration, the process through which 
information is processed internally can be 
extrapolated. Smith (2013) asserted that attention 
is the culmination of unconscious gazing and the 
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point at which the subject is looking, which 
indicates where the attention is focused. Studies 
have reported that the reason filming techniques 
and film editing can influence the level of 
enjoyment and comprehension of the viewer is 
because movie makers inadvertently apply the 
theory of attentional synchrony. The successful 
arrangement and control of camera movement, 
actor movement, editing, and other methods 
successfully capture the attention of the audience 
and allow them to effectively grasp the message 
and creative intention of the filmmaker at a 
particular moment in the narrative, achieving 
emotional harmony and logical resonance 
between the audience and director (Luan, 2018). 

1.4 Film-Watching Research 
Film is ubiquitous, but the processes that guide 
viewers’ attention while viewing film narratives 
are poorly understood (Hutson et al., 2017). Film 
critics traditionally review films from the 
subjective perspective of the film as an art form 
(Dmytryk, 1984), and most studies have 
employed qualitative analysis or questionnaires. 
When directors make films, their main concern is 
how the work is presented and conveyed; 
however, their knowledge of how people view 
movies is limited due to the few experimental 
aesthetics studies on camera movement and 
viewing behavior. Münsterberg (1916) 
maintained that psychology provides a 
perspective for understanding how movies can 
affect audiences. Interdisciplinary film 
psychology study is applied to address an aspect 
ignored in film studies, namely the effect of the 
viewer’s consciousness and preconscious 
(Bordwell, 1989). If the relationship between 
controllable storytelling factors that affect image 
saliency can be discerned, then this type of study 
represents a potentially illuminating path in film 
research (Dyer & Pink, 2015; Martinez-Conde et 
al., 2004; Parkhurst, Law, & Niebur, 2002; 
Tatler, 2014). Researchers have employed 
magnetic resonance imaging to study the viewing 
of film segments and have discovered that films 
can influence activity in the brain through the use 
of imagery, cutting, and filming methods (e.g., 
Hasson et al., 2008). This type of research into 
movie-viewing patterns applies empirical 
aesthetics and psychology to analyze the 
relationship between film elements and the 
viewer’s experience (d’Ydewalle & 
Vanderbeeken, 1990; Flagg, 1978; Goldstein, 
Woods, & Peli, 2007; Hasson et al., 2008; 
Hochberg & Brooks, 1978). 

The present research into film viewing combined 
quantitative and qualitative experimentation in a 
scientifically objective approach. The 
relationship between camera movement and the 

viewing process and their ability to generate 
changes in experience are highly relevant for film 
producers and directors wanting to determine the 
effectiveness of filming techniques. This study 
focused on which camera movement techniques 
directors use to attract interest. If different 
camera movements can affect the viewing focal 
point and viewing pattern during movie 
watching, then the eye would be expected to 
exhibit different fixation states, saccade changes, 
and dispersion patterns, all of which reflect the 
viewer’s internal experience. An appropriate 
understanding of filming methods can support the 
cameraman in improving storytelling through 
imagery to more effectively convey the artistic 
conception of the director. This can make the 
movie experience more enjoyable for the viewer 
and can benefit the development of modern film 
art as well as practical film theory. Eye-tracking 
experiments with film viewing generate a large 
quantity of data, which increases the complexity 
and time consumption of statistical calculations. 
Therefore, in this research, an independent 
algorithm was developed to streamline the 
process of obtaining crucial data of the scan path 
and to generate a dynamic heat map. 

2. Methods
This research primarily used eye tracking to 
explore the effects of different camera movement 
methods on viewers’ cognitive experience, 
viewers’ subjective emotional experience, and 
the difference in viewers’ sightline distribution to 
identify the key factors affecting how people 
view movies as well as particular viewing 
patterns that can be integrated into film making. 
The experimental structure of the study is 
presented in Figure 1. We proposed the following 
hypotheses: 

H1: Different camera movement segments in a 
movie can induce different viewing patterns, and 
each viewer’s sightline focal point differs 
slightly.

H2: Dolly zoom segments in a movie result in 
fewer fixations and saccades, a shorter saccade 
duration, and an overall less even dispersion of 
sightline focal points. 

2.1 Participants 

Figure 1. Research Framework 
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A monetary reward was offered to encourage 
participation, and a total of 26 participants were 
recruited. Among them, 12 were men and 14 were 
women; they were aged between 18 and 24 years 
and watched a reported average of 1.76 movies 
per month. All participants were Mandarin-
speaking college students. The experiment was 
designed to present stimulus material in random 
order. We applied a within-subject design, 
whereby all participants were subjected to all 
stimuli. 

2.2 Stimuli
A film expert was asked to evaluate and select 

segments that matched the four types of camera 
movement studied in this research (i.e., follow, 
dolly, whip pan, and dolly zoom shots). Segments 
with the four camera movement types were 
selected from five iconic movies for the 
experiment, for a total of 20 representative film 
segments. The experiment consisted of playing 
20 segments of moving shots and 20 segments of 
still shots for a total of 40 film segments. Each 
segment was 15 s long, with segments displayed 
in random order. The segments had a resolution 
of 1024 × 768 pixels played at 25 fps. Only 
audiovisual content was presented without 
subtitles. The segments are listed in Table 1.

2.3 Variables
The experiment comprised the camera movement 
type (i.e., follow, dolly, whip pan, and dolly zoom 
shots) as the independent variable and eye 
movement indicators (i.e., number of fixations, 
number of saccades, saccade duration, and 
fixation dispersion) as four dependent variables. 

2.4 Procedure
Before the experiment began, the participants 
were requested to sit 60 cm in front of a 21 in
viewing screen centered and facing the observer. 
The participants first looked directly at an eye-
tracking device (Tobii Pro Nano), with the 
sampling frequency set to 60 Hz to capture gaze 

data, and then a 9-point calibration sequence was 
initiated. The participants practiced operating the 
testing apparatus and read the instructions before 
the experiment began. During the experiment, 
they were exposed to film segments comprising 
20 15-s clips played in random order. To ascertain 
whether the viewers paid attention to the 
segments, after each trial, each participant was 
immediately asked about the contents of the clips 
they had viewed. The entire experiment lasted 
approximately 30 min. 

3. Results
Different camera movement techniques have 
different effects on sightline. To elucidate the 

Table 1. Experimental Stimuli 

Camera movement type Film title of segments 

Follow shot The Wrestler 
(2008)

Boogie
Nights 
(1997)

Pulp
Fiction
(1994)

Three
Billboards
Outside
Ebbing, 
Missouri
(2017)

007: 
Spectre
(2015)

Dolly Whiplash 
(2014)

Strays
(1997)

20th 
Century 
Women 
(2016)

Indiana 
Jones and 
the 
Raiders of 
the Lost 
Ark
(1981)

Jurassic
Park
(1993)

Whip pan Magnolia 
(1999)

Shaun of 
the Dead 
(2004)

Hot Fuzz 
(2007)

Whiplash
(2014)

La La 
Land
(2016)

Dolly zoom The Quick 
and the Dead 
(1995)

Poltergeist 
(1982)

Road to 
Perdition
(2002)

Goodfellas 
(1990)

E.T. the 
Extra-
Terrestrial
(1982)
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sightline distribution and movement during film 
viewing, we incorporated all of the gaze trail data 
of the 15-s segments into the analysis in addition 
to a set of gaze trail data with static shot segments 
as a control. The data revealed that camera 
movement had a significant effect on the number 
of fixations (Mauchly’s sphericity test (W = 0.75, 
p = 0.081), F(4, 100) = 3.667, p < 0.01), 
indicating that the motion shot method affects the 
overall sightline distribution. The segments with 
dolly zoom shots had the lowest number of 
fixations, and those with follow shots had highest. 
This result implied that the viewer’s eyes are 
guided by the camera shots and rapidly move to 
track what is occurring on the screen, as 
illustrated in Figure 2. 

The results of the ANOVA analysis indicated that 
the number of saccades (Mauchly’s sphericity test 
(W = 0.81, p = 0.054), F(4, 100) =  2.743, p <
0.05) and saccade duration (Mauchly’s sphericity 
test (W = 0.81, p = 0.086), F(4, 100) = 3.974, p < 
0.01) were both significantly affected by the type 
of camera movement, indicating that camera 
movement affects the overall sightline 
distribution. The dolly zoom shot had the lowest 
number of fixations and shortest saccade duration. 
Because saccade amplitude reflects the 
complexity of the viewed information, this result 
indicates that dolly zoom segments are more 
complex and require more time to mentally 
process. The follow shot generated the highest 
number of fixations and saccades, indicating that 
this shot is more visually attractive and maintains 
the viewer’s interest, as presented in Table 2 and 
Figure 3. 

Figure 2. Film Segments With Camera 
Movement Types. The dolly zoom shot had the 

lowest number of fixations 

Table 2. Characteristics of Gaze for Various Camera Movement Types 

Camera 

movement

Number of 

fixations

 (Mean, SD)

Number of 

saccades 

 (Mean, SD)

Saccade

Duration

 (Mean, SD)

Spatial

Dispersion

Index (SDI) 

(Mean, SD)

Follow shot Most 

 (34.0, 11.8) 

High

(56.6, 30.8) 

Longest

(1918.4, 820.0) 

Most Dispersed 

(0.023, 0.006) 

Dolly shot Moderate  

(31.7, 12.9) 

Highest  

(58.9, 37.6) 

Long

(1862.4, 885.9) 

Moderate

(0.016, 0.005) 

Whip pan shot Few  

(30.3, 10.4) 

Moderate

 (53.3, 34.1) 

Short

(1700.1, 839.5) 

Most Focused 

(0.012, 0.003) 

Dolly zoom Fewest  

(29.2, 9.8) 

Fewest

 (49.4, 28.2) 

Shortest

(1651.4, 745.0) 

Dispersed

(0.021, 0.005) 

Control  

(static shot) 

Moderate  

(31.8, 10.4) 

Moderate  

(56.5, 31.8) 

Moderate

(1842.3, 786.4) 

Moderate

(0.015, 0.004) 
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The results revealed that camera movement type 
has a significant effect on the dependent variable 
of dispersion (Mauchly's sphericity test (W = 
0.617, p < 0.001), F(4, 1496) = 303.784, p < 0.01), 
indicating that different camera movements 
generate different fixation dispersion. The whip 
pan shot SDI dispersion was lower and more 
centralized, reflecting that the swift switch in 
scenery results in a concentrated fixation sightline. 
The follow shot SDI distribution was higher 
because this movement requires the viewer to 
continue observing changing surroundings, 
resulting in a dispersed sightline, as illustrated in 
Figure 4. 

4. Discussion
We analyzed the camera movement types and 
created a dynamic heat map. Quantifying where 
and when the viewer is looking is difficult, as is 
determining which type of movie attracts the most 
attention. We merged the viewer gaze data with 
dynamic heat mapping, as depicted in Figure 6, to 
conduct a general exploratory comparison. Using 
an appropriate sightline change attribute value, 
we could identify the dynamics during a viewing 
session to construct a general viewing model. 
Quantified dynamic heat map analysis of each 

camera movement type was performed to 
visualize the fixation dispersion area of greatest 
dispersion and highest density, after which we 
could layer the visualized gaze data as a dynamic 
heat map onto the actual movie frame. 

In the heat map, we stacked the fixation positions 
from each frame, calculated the mean, and 
represented the frequency spectrum from highest 
to lowest with different levels of brightness to 
determine the fixation dispersion. Next, the 
calculated figures that were 5 standard deviations 
higher than the average were colored in yellow to 
represent the significant difference of these areas. 
We then individually analyzed every dynamic 
heat map and extracted dispersion information as 
a reference for model construction. The heat map 
properties and general comparison information 
are summarized in Table 2. 

The aforementioned analysis revealed that 
movies with different camera movements affect 
the overall sightline distribution. The eye 
movement experiment demonstrated that the 
control group, being a static shot film segment, 
produced relatively moderate eye movement 
attributes. The dolly zoom segments differed 
from the other camera movement types (see Table 
2), generating a significantly lower number of 
fixations and saccades; however, its sightline 
distribution was not the most dispersed. The 
follow shot generated the most dispersed sightline 
distribution as well as the highest number of 
fixations and saccades and the longest saccade 
duration. This result verifies that this camera 
movement type is more complicated and requires 
more time to mentally process. Human faces are 
the most noticed aspect of imagery. Psychologists 
have long known that when people look at static 
images, if faces are visible, they are the first 
aspect people notice (Crouzet, Holle, & Simon, 
2010; Vassallo, Cooper, & Douglas, 2009; Yarbus, 
1967). Treuting (2006) discovered that viewers 
direct a high degree of attention to faces when 
watching movies, which is consistent with our 
result; in the present research, which used 
dynamic film segments, the effect was the same 

Figure 3. Number and Duration of Saccades 
Among Camera Movement Types. The dolly 

zoom generated the lowest number and 
shortest duration of saccades. 

Figure 4. Gaze Dispersion of Different 
Camera Movement Types. The dolly shot 

generated the most centralized fixation points, 
and the follow shot generated the greatest 

fixation dispersion. 

Figure 5. Sightline Dispersion. (A) The lack of 
a yellow area indicates that the sightline is 
dispersed and not focused on a particular 

area. (B) Obvious focus of gaze in the center of 
the screen, which was significant, as indicated 
by the yellow area. The dispersal (0.033) in (A) 

is higher than that in (B) (0.014)
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regardless of the distance of the faces in the shot. 
Most of the audience focuses their attention on 
the film protagonist, and other visual elements are 
unlikely to redirect the audience’s attention. Only 
after the task of the main character is completed 
and a new character appears onscreen does the 
audience’s attention shift to the new protagonist. 

The whip pan shot often appears in films and has 
a particular meaning in the language of the lens 
and the narrative of film and television alike; 
namely, it is assistive for scene consolidation and 
postediting. The whip pan shot is used to shift the 
focus and attention from one character to another. 
Compared with changing scenes through cutting, 
the use of a whip pan to create subjective shots 
results in more dynamic imagery, enabling the 
audience to grasp the difference in distance 
between two spaces or characters. When the 
screen quickly switches between shots, this shot 
can smoothly connect elements and accelerate the 
narrative pace. The movie La La Land contained 
numerous sequences matching the whip pan to the 
rhythm of the soundtrack. In the scenes in which 
the shot switches back and forth between dancing 
and rapid playing of the piano, the study 
participants’ sightline data demonstrated that their 
attention was highly focused. Even if the camera 
panned rapidly, generating a blurred image, the 
process of switching multiple scenes with no 
obvious subjects still created a high level of 
sightline consensus. The viewer was forced to 
continually adjust their visual focus, but, through 
the fluctuation in visual attention, the emotion 
being conveyed through the film was still felt 
(Figure 6A). The same sightline results were 
obtained using segments from Shaun of the Dead,
where the director used the whip pan to string 
together various scene subjects. This method of 
quickly switching scenes maintains the pace of 
the movie but blurs the transition point, 
prompting the viewer to focus on the main 
character and not process other aspects in detail; 
this can enhance the viewer’s interest and prevent 
boredom (Figure 6B). 

According to the principle of vision, the moment 
a camera shakes is the time a viewer is most likely 
to become distracted. The use of the whip pan 
solves this problem, allowing for a scene switch 
that momentarily distracts yet retains the attention 

of the viewer. This method was used frequently in 
Birdman. The director Alejandro González 
Iñárritu and cameraperson Emmanuel Lubezki 
used the whip pan to create editing points. 
Through the rapid horizontal movement of the 
camera, the transition between scenes occurred 
rapidly while the audience was momentarily 
distracted. The postproduction team cleverly 
joined the segments, creating a visual effect 
whereby the whole film resembled one long take. 
This research has thus revealed that unless a 
strong attraction to the character or subject exists, 
visual attention can be restored through the 
process of the whip pan. This result is consistent 
with that of Tang and Lai (2016), who determined 
that the director can control the rhythm of the film 
to attract attention and increase the viewer’s 
sightline focus consensus, making more than 80% 
of the sightline more concentrated on a 
protagonist who only occupies approximately 
20% of the film. 

The follow shot is used to present complex details 
of a movie, such as the setting features and actor 
movements. This type of shot emphasizes using 
the camera to follow and film the object or 
character as it or they move and is typically used 
in a long take. The audience’s attention moves 
with the target, with this technique adding a 
strong sense of immersion and participation for 
the viewer. The follow shot focuses on the filmed 
object or character and enables the audience to 
more deeply understand the relationship between 
the object or character and its environment. The 
heat map revealed that the viewer’s gaze 
continually followed the camera focused on the 
main object or character but would also observe 
the surrounding scene; the sightline was thus 
more distributed, and the number of fixations 
increased. One shot conveys a single primary 
theme. Therefore, if the shot is too long, the 
attention on the object or character being filmed 
can be lost (Figure 7). 

In the dolly zoom, the camera is moved forward 
while simultaneously zooming in or out of focus 
to create a visual effect whereby the filmed target 
remains the same size but other objects in the shot 

Figure 6. Fixation Dispersion of Whip Pan 
Shots. The dispersion is more centralized, 

indicating the focus of visual attention. 
Figure 7. Follow Shot. This shot generated the 
greatest fixation dispersion, indicating a lack 

of visual focus. 
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are perceived as shrinking or enlarging. This 
method effectively highlights the filmed target 
while presenting background changes and, if the 
image composition is enclosed, enables the 
viewer to easily discern changes between the 
background and foreground, guiding their 
attention toward the center of the screen. This 
commonly used technique in films displays 
changes in space and is typically applied to 
communicate characters’ emotions, such as anger, 
anxiety, and fear, and generate an eerie and 
sometimes supernatural atmosphere. Therefore, 
this shot is the preferred camera movement of 
thriller and horror films. The heat map revealed 
that, with the dolly zoom shot, the audience 
invests attention and emotion into the film and 
lacks time to become distracted, which resulted in 
this shot having the lowest number of fixations 
and saccades as well as a more dispersed gaze 
focal point (Figure 8). 

5. Conclusion
Films are a form of modern art formed through 
the skilled combination of the film languages of 
image composition and sound. As the director 
conducts storytelling through images, each shot is 
equally crucial. Directors carefully consider the 
arrangement of the camera angle, the filming 
technique, lighting, color palette, and camera 
adjustments during filming to produce a quality 
movie that visually engages the audience. 
Considerations of the filming composition and 
camera movements are key to the success of a 
movie because they affect the atmosphere of story 
and the conveyance of the emotional upheavals 
and meanings within the plot. Effectively 
executing the conveyance of emotion can uplift 
viewers’ spirits, stimulate their emotions, and 
arouse their thought processes. 

This research applied quantitative methods based 
on empirical psychology and cognitive science to 
investigate camera movements in film making. 
We further quantified these features through eye 
tracking and classified viewing patterns to test the 
effectiveness of directing methods and to analyze 
changes in eye movement properties. The 
establishment of objective change indicators 

broadens the understanding of the psychological 
experience generated through different camera 
movements and uncovers critical elements of film 
psychology. 

This study revealed that different camera 
movement can generate different viewing 
patterns. Although no two participant’s visual 
focus was identical, most of the data from each 
film segment indicated a high level of visual 
correlation, which supports H1. The whip pan 
shot switches from one scene to the next while the 
viewer’s attention is diverted. The viewer’s 
attention is thus focused strongly on the primary 
characters and objects rather than on various 
details, and the sightlines are thus more 
centralized, guiding the viewer to adjust their 
visual focus and attention to match the pace of the 
film and to feel the emotions conveyed. The dolly 
zoom segments are more complex, and viewers 
must therefore invest more attention and 
concentration into the film. Lacking the time for 
their attention to be diverted, the participants 
exhibited the lowest number of fixations and 
saccades, as well as more dispersed gaze focal 
points, for this type of shot, which is consistent 
with H2. The follow shot generated the greatest 
sightline dispersion and visual focus dispersion. 
The viewers fixated on the main character or 
object while continuing to look at the 
surroundings for details; hence, this shot had the 
highest number of fixations and saccades and the 
greatest sightline dispersion. 
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ABSTRACT  

Story experience is still an important research topic for digital games until now. For current adventure 
or RPG games, players experience the pre-designed game story by interacting with the game 
environment, props, or the NPCs. As comparing to games, movies have better story tension and 
infectivity, and thus, there were games designed as interactive videos or interactive animations. 
Through interactive selections in the game, players could experience different story branches by 
playing the corresponding movies or animations. The games designed on interactive movies usually 
need much cost and time to develop the varieties of branching movies. For experiencing story, there is 
another method to design games, which decompose movies into basic clips first, then let players 
reconstruct these story units into segments or the whole story. As comparing to the conventional 
interactive movie games, the new design method need only a movie or an animation as the game 
material, it can large reduce the time and cost to produce the game. Moreover, the proposed new 
method can also design games based on existing movies or animations. This study will try to design 
and analyze the method to design games based on decomposing and reconstructing movies. We expect 
the research result can provide a good reference for this new game genre. 
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Effects of Color Scripts in Animated Short Films on 
Children’s Emotions 
Chun-Hung Liu1, Si-Ya Pan2
1 Department of Education Industry and Digital Media, National Taitung University. chliu@nttu.edu.tw 
2 Puli Elementary School, Nantou County. nn159263@gmail.com 

ABSTRACT
Animated short films often strive to make audiences experience ups and downs and to empathize with 
the characters’ emotions in a short period; color scripts may be an effective method of achieving this 
goal. Through an experiment, this study investigated whether color scripts enhance viewers’ emotional 
experience. The participants, 289 elementary school students, were assigned to one of three conditions: 
(a) an inherent color treatment (V1) in which objects’ normal colors were used, (b) a color script 
treatment (V2) in which colors were enhanced by the characters’ emotions, and (c) the control 
condition (V3) in which the animated film was completely grayscale. The results indicated that V2 
resulted in more emotional arousal than did the condition without a color script. V2 strongly affected 
the male participants, whereas the effects of the three conditions on the female participants did not 
differ significantly. In addition, V2 had the strongest effects on students from both lower and upper 
grades. The results indicate that color scripts can enhance viewers’ emotional experience. The 
differences in effects between genders and grades can be used as a reference for design practice. 

Keywords: Color Script, Affect, Animated short film 
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With the vigorous development of social networks, diversified social media have been derived, and 
consumers' dependence on social media has increased. This research collects data from the perspectives 
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factors of talent live broadcast through data analysis, literature discussion, scale design and investigation. 
The results of this research show that there are nonlinear and different linear two-dimensional quality 
classification relationships between various attribute items and satisfaction. The Kano quality concept 
analyzed can understand the differences in users' demand for talent live broadcast quality, and cooperate 
with the refined two-dimensional quality model. Divide its importance into high and low levels, 
summarize the high attractiveness factors of users for watching live broadcasts, and use them as a 
reference for the formulation of design strategies for talent live broadcast-related industries, help clarify 
the crux of their current business conditions, and hope to expand performing arts and entertainment. The 
transformation of the live broadcast industry is to fill the gap of the current research on the interaction 
and correlation between stakeholders and live broadcast users in the talent live broadcast industry. 
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